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color
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Illustrious Designer
Jonathan Adler
Gives KOHLER sinks
a Fresh Twist with
a New Collection
of Colors
BY NATALIE WAY

When it comes to color, many
consider designer Jonathan Adler the
patron saint. His ability to transform a
simple space into a haven of bold design
has become his signature move since
the beginning of his illustrious career
in the early 1990s. Still committed to
ceramic design, Adler has taken on a
partnership with kitchen and bathroom
manufacturer KOHLER to launch KOHLER
Colors Featuring Jonathan Adler, a
collection of four special edition color
options for six select KOHLER enameled
cast iron kitchen and bathroom sinks.
Now, at a time when much of the design
world is enamored with the idea of
pops of color and style that evokes
optimism, the collaboration couldn’t be
more appropriate.
Adler sought inspiration from
mood-setting locales and places that
were representative of the colors he
designed for the collection. Piccadilly
Yellow, an exuberant and refreshing
option from the collection, channels
the vibrant atmosphere of London’s
Piccadilly Circus.
“There is a very mod quality to
Piccadilly Yellow, especially when paired
with white. It’s unexpected and will
always feel fresh,” said Adler.

Touching all ends of the globe,
the other colors in the KOHLER Colors
Featuring Jonathan Adler palate include
Palermo Blue, Annapolis Navy, and
Greenwich Green—a crisp hue that
captures the beauty of the perfectly
manicured lawns of an English Estate.
As Adler states, “It is not dull avocado
green. It’s bolder, yet timeless.”
Holding strong as a leading force in
design, Jonathan Adler has once again
found a way for anyone to bring color
into his or her home in a tasteful and
sophisticated way.
Jonathan Adler for KOHLER Colors
www.kohler.com
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